Information security sometimes known as Cybersecurity is the practice or action taken to prevent unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification or destruction towards information. The cybersecurity is a concern for all. Data centres play important roles in managing data and information of an organization. Digital technology has become most important key to increase the level of innovation, competitiveness and growth. The economy sector is depending on effective measures to protect information in organization. Information plays an important part in giving services to people. At the same time, problems of intruders or attackers that we might not run away from it. In Malaysia, the CyberSecurity Malaysia is the agency dealing with defending the nation from cyber-attacks. Several functions initiated by the body to educate internet users and to prevent from attacks.
INTRODUCTION
Living in the digital age today could be so easy and meaningful if there is no any disruption from other parties. We might connect each other using internet and exchange information via technology devices. Users are not aware during transferring data in the internet, they are been watching by cyber attackers. In organization, information technology (IT) is a lifeline despite of their size and nature of business From this situation, information security crime is not a concern for nation level, but it related to individual, business and nonbusiness organizations (Sameera, 2016) . From this statement, the priority in giving security to information has becoming heavily important. The organization should implement policy in securing information and data. The policy should be written so that it can circulate among members of the organization on the important of keeping information safe.
In Malaysia, people are aware of the risks of cyber-attacks, but they are not doing anything to protect themselves from being attack. Referring to Norton Cyber Security Insights Report, complacency is the foremost reason on why Malaysians are easily becoming target to cybercrime. The cyber attackers see new technology introduced in the Internet as their opportunity to attack users especially on mobile devices. Malaysians has becoming among those who use Internet as the communication medium. Resulting from this point, Malaysia also listed as the most common target for cyber attackers. Image below shown Malaysia is at number five (5) for most vulnerable to cybercrime: , Vol. 7, No. 9 ISSN: 2222 398 www.hrmars.com From above listing, we could define that Asian countries are most targeted location for cyber-attacks compared to western countries. Types of threats that usually exist are cyber bully, phishing, email scam, ransom ware, digital pirate, hackers, online banking etc. Phishing could be defined as "…the fraudelent practice of sending emails purporting to be from reputable companies in order to induce individuals to reveal personal information such as passwords and credit card numbers" (Oxford Online Dictionary). Phishing seems to be an effective way for the cybercrime to occur. This resulted to most Malaysians are unable to identify phishing emails and they experienced bad outcomes. The new update in the news recently is about ransomware attack called 'WannaCrypt'. Ransomware is a type of malicious software designed to block access to a computer system until a sum of money is paid. CyberSecurity Malaysia reported that this attack could lead to temporary or permanent loss of information and reputation of organization. Statisitics of the reported incidents has been produced by them is illustrated in the chart below: , Vol. 7, No. 9 ISSN: 2222 399 www.hrmars.com In the information security issue, there is a security standard that has been recognizing widely. It is the ISO 27001. The standard specifies the requirements for the Information Security Management Systems in keeping an organization from cyber-attacks. There are benefits in implementing the standard:
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 Ensure controls are in place to minimize risk of security threats  Improve organization image and build better reputation.  Improve business profits  Provide competitive advantage and market differentiation.  Demonstrate capability without revealing security processes.  Comply with legislation  Clear channels and communication This standard could be obtained from certified provider in which analysis will be done through the framework and according the requirement of the organization. , Vol. 7, No. 9 ISSN: 2222 400 www.hrmars.com 2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW Information security management is concerned with ensuring organization business continuity and preventing the impact of security incidents that threaten information of the organization. Fenz et al. (2014) agreed with the information security is important but the challenges is to prove the factors contributing to problem itself. Due to that statement, securing corporate information from outsiders is becoming strictly important (Mitchell, Marcella & Baxter, 1999) . Organization cannot deny the situation occurs nowadays due to internetworked world. These challenges and situation occurred because the easiness to access the digital data and information deployed by organization. This resulted an organization face serious challenges as more people providing easy data access (Jun, Punit & Kai, 2014) . On other side, Kim (2014) voices his concern that information security awareness training could provide training and at the same time, awareness on how serious is the information security protection.
Electronic commerce is one of the new emerging business styles in the digital age. By using the Internet as the platform of the business communication, the risk of being attack by hackers or cyber troop is high. According to Labuschagne (2000) , trading over the internet could incur business and technology risks. It is result from the technology and devices that been used to do the transactions online. Study by Sazili, Juwahir & Khairulnizam (2011) found that electronic commerce is a faceless business activity that does not require a physical location. The risk of being attack is always there since this transaction is connected with online banking system. Furthermore, when discussed on the information security, there are several terms could be interconnected to the security of information or cyber. Some terms appeared are phishing, email scam, fraud etc. Refer to Mustaffa (2015) , CyberSecurity Malaysia has managed more than 57,000 incidents from 1997 to 2014. These incidents include intrusion, fraud, cyber harassment, spam and malicious code. This was supported by Suhazimah & Ali (2011) in their research, because of the fact that information security is a complex, dynamic and multifaceted discipline in which no single component may be ignored, the effective management of this discipline is essential for any organization wishing to survive and thrive in the information age. In other words, it is mandatory action to taken by organization in ensuring their data and information
DISCUSSIONS AND OPINIONS
In Malaysia, to fight against the cyber attacks, the CyberSecurity Malaysia has implemented the National Cyber Security Policy in which the policy is to strengthen the defence of the country. The vision of the policy is make the infrastructure is in secre, resilient and selfreliant. Referring to paper done by Mustaffa (2015) , another effort exist by the body is organizing the Internet Safe Day in 2015. The main purpose of his event is: "To promote Internet safety, nurturing and increasing public awareness on cyber security especially amongst children and young people across the world so that they become more responsible when using technology and digital gadgets such as smart phones and tablets"
The Malaysian Government has introduced the Personal Data Protection Act in May 2010 and came into force in 2013, where the act is a written policy with the objective to protect , Vol. 7, No. 9 ISSN: 2222 personal data of individuals with respect to commercial transactions. In research done by Hannah & Vilasmalar (2014) , they described personal data is regarded as any information related to an individual's identity, characteristics, behaviour of the individual that is identified and could be accessed from the information and database. It also includes any expression of opinion about an individual. This act could be somewhat protection to internet users if there are unwanted attacks came.
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Following that, one new issue or term that has been discussed lately is the digital detox. In the article published in The Star (5 May 2017), the writer expressed his opinions that could be the best way to avoid spammers and cyber attacks. What does digital detox means here is a period of time where a person is refrains to use electronic connected devices such as smartphones or computers. Some benefits could be benefits from digital detox:
 Increase mental health  Improving human relationships  Good posture  Increased productivity A closer look at the literature review that mostly concern on the security of information in an organization. Phishing and email scams cases are discovered to be the most attacks experienced by internet users. This was supported by Mustaffa (2015) in which CyberSecurity is producing data and report on the attacks. Ransomware has been another attack when the software attacks two Malaysian companies recently (The Star, 16 May 2017). The malware attacked a director of a company and a automotive shop somewhere in Klang Valley. The Sun (16 May 2017) reported that automated teller machines (ATMs) could be the target of hackers in the near future.
CONCLUSION
To conclude on this issue, individuals and organization should realize the important of keeping information safe. Information Security has become a priority concern among information technology practitioners and that concern when shared by management, will benefit an organization as a whole. Top-down management support is critical for the survival of the initiative and its goal of creating a culture of security awareness within the organization. All members of the organization should play and response to whatever condition in securing from cyber-attacks. To this end, to ensure the information to be more secure, any personal data should not be exposed online.
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